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There are fires raging all over the planet. And perhaps a fire occurred near you?    

Climate Whispers® address ecological damage such as wildfire.  How?  Through bioenergy overlap and the 
intention of  consciousness.   It’s your direct interaction with Nature that makes the difference! These 
Whispers will empower YOU!  How? The power of  your heart and mind impacts trees and other Nature 
Beings who need healing and balance to recover from fire damage and withstand extremes of  climate.  

Climate Whispering® is NOT another attempt to impose human will on Nature or even to pray for some 
specific outcome. Our purpose in using Climate Whispers is to honor Nature’s deep wisdom and Her 
processes which are beyond human understanding while we humbly ASK for healing and balance.   

How do Whispers help? 

When trees are shocked by fire, their circulation and other systems become blocked and their 
instinct becomes scrambled.  If  they still have life in them after the fire, they often run out of  their inner 
resources in their attempt to grow, and then fail when they can’t sustain a growth cycle.  These powerfully 
charged Whispers provide a boost for trees, plants, and all ecosystem members so they have a more efficient 
pathway to growth.  Therefore, they can better manage their resources.  Survival rate can be increased.   

The classical four elements—Air, Fire, Water, Earth—do not just make the weather but they 
are also planetary forces. They have gone out of  balance. But balance can be humbly requested 
and restored by returning to a state of  partnership with elements and with Nature Beings.   

Dr. Jim Conroy and Ms. Basia Alexander have extensive experience in California and elsewhere 
helping trees, plants, ecosystem members that survived the fire to avoid “growth-failure” so they can thrive 
afterward.  Re-establishing growth in a higher percent of  the survivors is vital to boosting the ecosystem into 
health again.   

Climate Whispers have been shown as effective to heal Nature and to empower people.  They are offered 
from the caring heart, open mind, and deep soul so they help stressed trees and heal ecological damage.   

Please do not change any words.  They come from 18 years of  R&D and are spirit-inspired.  Each word is 
embedded with deep meaning and energy.  As a whole, the set is infused with power and vitality.  

Whispers can be done quietly or aloud, by yourself, or in a group.  Do them regularly in your backyard or a 
public park.  They will take 10 minutes or more.  Focusing conscious attention makes them work better. 

Share your experiences or comments with Whispers@ClimateWhispering.org or use the hashtags 
#ClimateWhispering, #HealEcoDamage, or #PartnerWithNature on social media.   

Share widely.  Credit Jim Conroy, PhD, and Ms. Basia Alexander.   

Send people to ClimateWhispering.org and to PartnerWithNature.org 
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Wildfire
Recovery

Whispers®
QUICK VERSION

Climate Whispers funnel your consciousness and intent to do good through a set of 
structured requests and instructions so that all Nature Beings (such as trees) might 
withstand and survive wildfire and so that The Elements might come into balance.  
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BEGIN HERE . You are a Facilitator!   
Remember: You do not MAKE anything happen.  You serve as a facilitator by ASKING Divine Forces:  
Light, Life Force, Spirit, Universal Rhythm, Nature’s deep intelligence or consciousness, the Elements 
and other Invisible Helpers to do these things for your tree, ecosystem, and conscious forms.  
~OR~ You may be asking those High Energies to do these things for fire areas 
anywhere on the planet.   
Take your time; feel mindful or meditative.  Imagine you are in a protective ball 
of LIGHT.   
If you want to, you may touch or tap the trunk or stem. You are in a bioenergy 
overlap with it.   Don’t be surprised if you think that you hear, see, or feel 
“messages.”   
Ask permission: “I’d like to do these Fire Recovery Whispers with you and for 
you and this property.  Is that okay with you?” 
~OR~ I’d like to do these Fire Recovery Whispers with you for another fire area in _____.  Will you 
serve as a go-between?  
 If you perceive a “yes”,  tune-in to what the tree’s life is like.  Come from its point of view—as if seeing 
through its ‘eyes’ or feeling through its ‘senses.’ If so, ask your tree to serve as a go-between.   
If you think you get an instruction, trust it and do it.  Allow yourself to feel empowered. 
Breathe and slowly say each of the following Whispers either quietly or aloud.  You should feel good 
or positive as you continue.  If you don’t, stop and try later. 

1. “I would like to connect—in humility—with the LIGHT inside of me and the LIGHT in all of Nature. 
I am also a Nature Being and Nature’s Partner.  I ask the DIVINE FORCES to help in all these Fire 
Recovery Whispers. 


2. “Please cleanse me, my tree, as well as all Beings and conscious forms of its ecosystem.  Release 
to transformation any stuck, negative, or distorted energies or forms.   [For another fire area, 
repeat while focusing on that fire area.]   Fill all, including me, with Life Energy.  


3. “Trees, ecosystem members, conscious forms:  I know you have been burned [or are burning].  
I care for you.  I am your partner in your recovery.  We are all united as One. 


4. “Connect and interconnect the bio-energies and Life Force within my tree and between my tree 
and each ecosystem member and conscious form of land, water, and air.  [OR “Connect and 
interconnect the bio-energies and Life Force within and between the trees, ecosystem 
members, and conscious forms in the fire area of ______. ]  Make a unified community. 
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5. “LIFE FORCE, please shift any Being that is in a decline pattern into a growth pattern.

Beings: if you have Life Energy within, carefully allocate your resources to priority areas and 
compensate within. 

Beings: If your structure is no longer suitable to support your goals, you may call forth a new 
form out of the void so that your beingness may survive and thrive.  Regenerate the forest. 


6.  “All trees, ecosystem members, and conscious forms, heal and reconnect with each other: 

let LIGHT and the DIVINE FORCES re-establish your dimensional-to-physical-to-dimensional 
rotation.  

reconnect with your dimensional blueprint so that your goals, ideal design, and innate 
potentials can be attained.  

make best use of the water that is available. 

allow circulation and flowing energies to move within and between you. 

use your inner resources efficiently in order to create a sustainable growth cycle. 

let dynamic balance be restored among you. 


7. “Elemental Forces and Synergies, Physical Elements and Form Builders, please come into 
balance with each other.   


“Element of Earth: support grounding, connections, new growth, recovery. 

“Element of Air: support flow, food production, and respiration. 

“Element of Water: appear in your many forms to rejuvenate all and to spread the treatment 
to all.  

“Element of Fire: bring back coordination of all life processes such as food production, uptake 
and circulation of fluids and nutrients, biochemical reactions, and inner warmth. 


8. “Spirits of Land, Water, Fire, and Air: please support regeneration of the forest at all levels and 
in all dimensions.  


9. “Spirit of Humanity: please awaken! Fellow people: Recognize that we are are equal partners 
and can be allies with all living Beings and conscious forms (each and all) on this living planet.  


10.“Thanks to all Living Beings, Conscious Forms, and Spirit.  Thanks to LIGHT, Life Force, Elements, 
and all invisible helpers.  [Thanks to this go-between-tree for its help.]  Thanks to myself for 
doing these Whipsers. ”
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